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Answer: A
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References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/privile
ged-identity-management/pim-how-to-start-security-review

NEW QUESTION: 3
Examine the output of the following commands:
Which statement is true concerning these resource controls
settings?
A. The zone.max-lwps resource control was set to its value when
the zone.max-processes resource control was set to its value.
B. The zone.max-processes resource control will deny zombie
processes from exhausting the resource table.
C. The prctl command can be used to change the max value for
these resource controls.
D. The zone.max-lwps resource control will deny zombie
processes from exhausting the process table.
Answer: B
Explanation:

Explanation/Reference:
* zone.max-processes
Maximum number of process table slots simultaneously available
to this zone.
Because both normal processes and zombie processes take up
process table slots, the max-processes control thus protects
against zombies exhausting the process table. Because zombie
processes do not have any LWPs by definition, the max-lwps
control cannot protect against this possibility Note:
* prctl - operations on a process
Use the prctl command to make runtime interrogations of and
modifications to the resource controls associated with an
active process, task, or project on the system.

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option D
B. Option C
C. Option B
D. Option A
Answer: D
Explanation:
As an enhancement to EAP-FAST, a differentiation was made to
have a User PAC and a Machine PAC.
After a successful machine-authentication, ISE will issue a
Machine-PAC to the client. Then, when processing a userauthentication, ISE will request the Machine-PAC to prove that
the machine was successfully authenticated, too. This is the
first time in 802.1X history that multiple credentials have
been able to be authenticated within a single EAP transaction,
and it is known as "EAP Chaining".
Source:
http://www.networkworld.com/article/2223672/access-control/whic
h-eap-types-do-you-need-for- which- identity-projects.html
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